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INTRODUCTION

Minor Minerals are the gift of nature, which needs to be

exploited scientifically through sustainable mining, without incurring

damage to environment. Since mineral reserves is under the

administrative control of the State Government, it is the primary

responsibility of the Government to ensure scientific mining and to

maintain continuous supply of minor minerals to all development

projects including infrastructure and welfare scheme projects like

NH, SH and Housing projects and to private projects in a transparent

manner in the supply chain from the source to the end users. But it is

often reported that due to unscientific mining and illegal lifting of

minor minerals by unscrupulous mineral mafias, huge amount of

revenue loss has been caused to the State Exchequer. Illegal lifting

and theft of minor minerals has been a continuous challenge for the

Revenue Administration.
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BROAD OBJECTIVES:

The broad objectives are as follows:.

i. To ensure adequate and uninterrupted supply of minor

minerals for all infrastructure and other development

projects. To ensure uninterrupted supply of sand to all rural

housing and other welfare scheme projects.

ii. To prevent illegal lifting/theft of minor minerals from

unscrupulous mineral mafias.

iii. To put in place robust monitoring mechanism to prevent

illegal lifting of minor minerals.

iv. For optimal mobilization of revenue so that mineral revenue

inflow is maintained to the State exchequer.

v. To induct technological intervention is every stage of process

chain.

vi. To ensure sustainable mining without compromising with

environment, without damage to roads, river embankments

etc
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ACT REFERRED

Mines and mineral (development and regulation) act 1957 provide

for development and regulation of mines and minerals under the

control of union. This act enacted by parliament in 8th year of

republic of India.

Section 23c of this act provide immense power in hands of state

government to make rules for preventing illegal mining,

transportation and storage of minor minerals .Under this various

steps for prevention of illegal mining are as follows-:

 Establishment of check posts for checking of minerals under

transit

 Establishment of weigh bridges to measure thequantity of

mineral being transported

 Inspection, checking and search of minerals at the place of

excavation or storage or during transit
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Consequences of illegal mining

Deepening of river bed

Sand is an economic resource and source of silica which is used for

optical glasses. Besides this sand constitutes important biotic

component in aquatic ecosystem like river. Therefore excess removal

of sand (illegal lifting) which is an important minor mineral leads to

deepening of river bed. Illegal sand mining in areas of small river and

limited river bed resource leads to serious issue like in Kerala.

Even excess removal of sand leads to modification of ground water

due to formation of depressions and change in pathway of river.

Environmental degradation

Illegal mining leads to irreparable harm on ecology and environment

due to use of environmentally unfriendly refining methods and

materials

Biodiversity loss

Huge biodiversity loss happens due to habitat destruction during

illegal mining. Heavy sand mining leads to change in course of river

in consequence of which many aquatic animals loose their habitats.
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Huge Revenue loss to state exchequer

Illegal mining leads to loss of income of legal miner as illegal miner in

effect compete with legal mining operations. There is Huge theft of

machineries, explosives and minor minerals leading to a great

revenue loss to state exchequer.

Spread of mafiaism

Huge illegal mining activity has led to spread of mafiaism to combat

this revenue officers along with police personnel conducts

enforcement activities to control illegal lifting by mafias.

Other consequences like noise pollution, health risks to the nearby

people residing , exhaustion of resources very soon , deforestation

done before mining activity leads to huge forest loss etc.
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Illegal Stone Mining

Illegal Sand Mining
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STEPS TO PREVENT ILLEGAL LIFTING OF MINOR MINERALS:-

The various steps that can be taken to combat illegal mining activities

are as follows :

1. Pillar testing &other activities : Demarcation of Minor mineral

sources, Pillar posting on the perimeter of the sources, erection

of signboards depicting the details of sources, quantum of

deposits, area and details of the license etc.

2. Polices of Government of implement :- Odisha Sand Policy,

Odisha Minor mineral concession Rules, 2016 or any other

policy decision of the Government.

3. Survey :- DGPS survey, pillar posting and web-based monitoring

of the sources.

4. Setting up of weigh bridges/check gates at square points of

Blocks/ Tahasils and at lifting point to verify the actual quantity

of minor minerals.

5. IT intervention like installation and DGPS , CCTV Camera etc

shall be made to ensure transparency in operationalisation of

sources and transportation of materials.

6. Constitution of task force/flying squads for prevention of

illegal mining at the State/sub-division/District/Tahasil level

with adequate retired police/ex-army personnel.

7. Real Time Monitoring : Real-time monitoring of the transport

vehicles like trucks with GPS enabling from sources to the end

user.
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8. Hosting of information in Website : Hosting of information

regarding minor minerals quarry leases on website to make

mining operations more transparent.

9. Information Technology : Purchase of IT machineries like

computers & printers, consumables development, of web-

based application, mobile apps for online requisition and

monitoring of delivery materials.

10. Disclosure of relevant information for each lease on the State

/District website with various terms and condition to which the

lessee shall be adhered to at the time of lifting the Minor

Minerals.

11. i4MS :- Implementation of futuristic technological intervention

like I4MS

12. SOP :- Preparation and publication of Standard Operation

Procedure & Operation Manuals for various minor minerals

with safety and environmental clauses.

13. Armed guards-: Armed guards to be posted at various check

points to stop illegal mining and transportation.
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IMPLEMENTING AUTHORITIES :-

Tahasildar is the competent authority for minor minerals, who will

implement these steps under supervision of Sub-Collector and ADM

(Rev) of the district. The execution of hardware activities like

eviction, pillar posting, construction of boundary walls, fencing,

erecting signboards etc for protection of valuable Government land

and mineral reserves may be taken up by the Tahasildar of respective

Tahasil through his field functionaries or through any other agency

identified by Tahasildar following due procedure of law with prior

approval of Collector and with technical support from the JE of the

respective Block or RW Department, who will check measure the

same.
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RECENT INITIATIVES BY GOVERNMENT

Union ministry of mines has launched SAND MINING

FRAMEWORKto help states deal with illegal sand mining and stop

extraction

Even UNION steel and mines department would implement the IT

based mineral administration through software application called

INTEGRATED MINES AND MINERAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

(I3MS).To keep check on illegal lifting of minor minerals and

transportation. This i3ms system would also computerize the

permits issued for transportation of minor minerals in order to check

the illegal mining

Also mines ministry has designed Indian MINING TENEMENT

SYSTEM (MTS) which was earlier used for major minerals ,now

intends inclusion of minor minerals ,to ensure better scrutiny and

monitoring of sector plagued by illegal mining

Recently ODISHA Government has undertaken DIFFERENTIAL

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPS) survey in all 314 tehsils in the

state to check illegal mining of minor minerals .This DGPS survey will

help in identifying sources of minor minerals like sand, stone chips,

murram (mud) etc .which will then be auctioned.
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Even R&DM DEPARTMENT IN ODISHA has declared for deployment

of OISF PERSONNEL in vulnerable tahasil /subdivision of state Odisha

to protect minor minerals sources. Police personnel have to be

stationed in headquarter under disposal of Tahasildar /sub

Collector. This police team will move to any Tahasil when required

and accompany with Tahasildar /Additional Tahasildar as executive

magistrate during raids and enforcement activities to stop theft of

minor minerals. 10 locations have been identified in Odisha for

deployment of OISF forces to prevent illegal mining and

transportation.

In order to ensure scientific mining ,transparent distribution system

and to prevent illegal lifting/ theft of minor minerals, the state

government has been pleased to implement a new scheme namely

“PREVENTION OF THEFT OF MINOR MINERALS AND EVICTION

ACTIVITIES” from the current financial year 2018- 19 under

programme expenditure.
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RECENT JUDGEMENT

Recently Bombay high court directed Maharashtra Government to

act against illegal extraction of minor minerals inconsequence state

government gave immense power to Revenue officers to seize the

stock /machineries and terminate the agreement /lease where there

is breach of terms and conditions on which mining was permitted.

Even state government allowed the revenue officers to carry out

proceedings to recover the amounts payable by offenders under

various sectors of Maharashtra minor mineral extraction

(development and regulation) rules 2013. This direction was given

during the hearing of a public interest litigation(PIL) filed by a

SOLAPUR resident , BABURAO JADHAVAR, highlighting mass scale

illegal mining and extraction.
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Conclusion

Protection of mineral reserves as well as its sustainable exploitation

for development use is one of the concerns of the State Government.

As land and the mineral reserves thereon is the most important

capital asset, protection of such capital asset would be a legitimate

plan activity.Therefore, it is the responsibility of state government to

take effective action plan to combat illegal mining and lifting which

has led to huge revenue loss to state exchequer.
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